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rnis paper presents the comparison of hot carrier degradation between

the surface 1e+poty gate) and the buried (tl+poty gate) channel PI'{OS

transistors. Simulation and experimental results show that the drain
electric fiel-d of the surface channel is higher than that of the buried
channel. On the contrary, the buried channel have a higher injection ratio
of avalanche hot electrons into the gate as compared with that of the surface
channel due to the work function difference. Thereby the life time of the
surface channel is comparable with that of the buried channel. It is also
shown that the life time of the 0.5pn surface channel PMOSFET can be as long
as L0 years under the supply voltage of 5V, employing the LDD structure.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a growing interest in sur-

face channel PMOSFET with e+poly gate for
CMOS VIrSI of 0.5pm or shorter cnannei length
due to the superior short channel behavior,
compared with the buried channel PMOSFET

with H+poly gate lL-z) However little
has been known for hot carrier degradation
of the surface channel PMOS in comparison
with many reports of the buried channel t3-
71. Therefore this paper reports on the
comparison of hot carrier degradation be-
tween the surface and buried channel LDD

PMOSFET.

FABRICATION PROCEDURE

Surface and buried channel PI'{OS transis-
tors vrere fabricated as follows.
Phosphorus ions were implanted into the
channel region for threshold voltage adjust-
ment of the surface channel whil-e boron and

arsenic ions were doubly implanted for the
buried channel to form a shallow buried
layer t,o suppress the short channel effect.
After gate oxidation with thickness of L5nm,

undoped and phosphorus-doped polysilicon
were deposited for the surface and the

buried channel, respectively. After gate
delineation, boron ions were implanted to
form lightly doped source/drain.
Subsequently sidewall spacer was formed.

Afterwards boron ions lrere implanted t,o form

the P+ source/drain as weII as to dope the

undoped polysilicon gate simultaneously into
P-t1pe in the case of the surface channel.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents t,he simulation results
of avalanche hot carrier generation rate for
the surface and the buried channel PMOSFET

under the maximum substrate current condi-
tions. Due to the electric field concen-
tration in the vicinity of P-N junction at
the drain edge, the surf ace channel PI\|OS

shows the generation rate higher than the
buried channel witn no P-N junction between

the channel and the drain. However the
buried channel PMOS have higher normal elec-
tric field which favors electron injection
into the gate, compared with the surface
channel as shown in the simulation results
of Fig.2. This is due to the work function

'difference of gate materials between the
two.
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In support of the simul_ation results, ex-
perimental results in Fig.3 show that the
surface channel PMOSFETs at various gate
length have larger values of the substrate
current/tfre drain current related to the
drain electric field as compared with the
buried channe]. Figure 3 also shows the
injection ratio of avalanche hot carriers
into the gate, expressed by the maximum gate
current/tne substrate current for the sur-
face and the buried channel pMOSFETs. The

injection ratio of the buried channel is
larger than that of the surface channel as
explained by the normal electric field in
Ei,g.2.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of both the
gate current and the substrate current on
the drain voltage for the surface and the
buried channel PMOSFETs. For prepared sam-
ples, both the gurface channel and the
buried channel PMOSFETs have approximately
the same gate current'values over various
drain voltage, while the surface channel
shows Iarger substrate current than the
buried channel.

Hot carrier degradation was investigated
as a function of gate voltage at the supply
voltage of -8V as well as gate voltage de-
pendence of substrate and gate currents as

shown in Fig.S. After the stJess of 103

seconds, the drain current shift was mea-
sured in the reverse mode. Though the sub-
strate current of the surface channel is
larger than that of the buried channel, the
peak drain current shifts in the triode and
the pentode for the surface channel are al-
most equal to those for the buried channel.
This can be explained by the d.ifference in
the injection efficiency of avalanche hot
electrons into the gate between the surface
and the buried channel pMOSFETs due to the
gate work function difference as previously
explained.

Threshold voltage and drain current shift
were measured in the triode and the pentod.e
region by the forward mode as well as by the
reverse mode for surface channel pMOSFETs as

presented in Fig.6 and Fig.7. In the triode
region, the shifts are almost id.entical for
the forward and the reverse rnode. However in
the pentode region, the drain current shift
in the forward mode is Iarger than that in
the reverse mode in contrast to the larger
threshold voltage shift in the reverse mode.

This larger drain current shift in the for-
ward mode of the pentod.e region can be as-
cribed to the emphasized effect of reduced
effecLive channel length. It should be
also noted that the threshold voltage shift
in the pentode region is larger than that in
the trj-ode region which is again explained
by the drain induced barrier lowering effect
due to the decreased effective channel
length by electron traps.

Hot carrier degradation rf,as compared be-
tween LDD and non LDD for the surface chan-
nel PltOS. As presented in Fig.8, the d.rain
electric field can be reduced by emptoying
the LDD structure. The life time of the
surface channel LDD and non LDD are shown

as a function of supply voltage in Fig.9.
Here the life time is defined as the time to
reach 10t of the drain current shift mea-
sured in the reverse mode. It should be
noted that the surface channel LDD PMOS can
have the life time longer than L0 years at
the supply voltage of 5V.

CONCLUSION

Simulation and experimental results show
that the drain electric field of the surface
channel is higher than that of the buried
channel. On t,he cont.rary, the buried channel
have a higher j-n jection ratio of avalanche
hot electron into the gate as compared with
that of the surface channel due to the gate
work function difference, thereby resulting
in the life time of the surface channel com-
parable with or long:er than that of the
buri-ed channel. The life time of the surface
channel can be as long as L0 years under the
supply voltage of 5V with the use of the LDD

structure.
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Flo.l : Slmulated hot carrler oeneratlon rate
(a)-: Surface Channet PMOS ( LDD ), (b): Burled Channel PMOS ( LDD )
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Fig.2 : Normal Electrlc Field at Sl-SlOz Interface.
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